
 

 

SUMMARY OF THE NEWS OF THE WEEK FROM JULY 12 TO JULY 17 2021. 

1.- THROUGH A PRESS CONFERENCE OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE POLICE, LÉON CHARLES ON 

WEDNESDAY JULY 14 2021 ABOUT THE ASSASSINATION OF THE DE FACTO PRESIDENT 

JOVENEL MOISE, HE AFFIRMED THE CRIME WAS PLANNED ON DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 

On Wednesday July 14th 2021, the director of the national police, Léon Charles, through a press 

conference that he gave, affirmed: the assassination of the de facto president Jovenel Moise 

was planned in Dominican Republic. 

Léon Charles showed a picture of the meeting 

realized in Dominican Republic where he affirmed: 

the persons that appeared on the picture are the 

intellectual authors of the president assassination. 

Among the persons who participated in that 

meeting we find the Doctor Emmanuel Sanon, 

already arrested. The director of the company 

"CTU SECURITY"  located in United States, Antonio 

Emmanuel Intriago Valera and Walter Veintemilla 

who is the boss of the firm Council Worldwide Capital Lending Group. The authorities accused 

those institutions like the companies that have financed the assassination of the president 

whose mandate was over since February 7th 2021. There is a wanted notice against the former 

senator John Joël Joseph, according to the Director General a.i of the PNH who participated in 

that meeting. Furthermore the temporary agents Marky Kessa and James Solages that were 

already arrested by the police, like suspect were used as intermediary between the Colombian 

mercenaries and CTU. The police arrested approximately 23 persons among them 18 Colombian 

mercenaries and 5 Haitians that have the American citizenship. 

A week after the assassination of the president, the police investigation continue. While there 

are many confusions by the way the general director of the, Léon Charles is leading the case. 

The director of the police the DCPJ (Central Direction of the National Police) which is the 

technical body that is responsible of the police investigations. Through several Press 



conferences that Léon Charles gave he affirmed that the de facto president Jovenel Moise will 

find justice but according to many observations about the way the authorities are manipulated 

some important facts that could establish the truth on the real persons that are behind the 

assassination of the president, it is clear there is not a serious investigation that is really being 

carried out. While some people in the population do not stop asking questions about the de 

facto president Jovenel Moise death, the authorities create a lot of confusion. The population 

keeps asking itself : How can it be possible that some individuals get in a president's residence 

with so many ease and assassinate him? Perhaps there was some police agents that were 

providing security to the de facto president Jovenel Moise residence but anything was done to 

prevent that, there wasn't even a little resistance. What is the truth around the story of that 

crime? 

 

2.- DIMITRI HÉRARD AND JEAN LAGUEL CIVIL DID NOT ANSWER THE INVITATION OF THE 

GOVERNMENT COMMISSIONNER OF PORT-AU-PRINCE, BED-FORD CLAUDE, ABOUT THE 

ASSASSINATION CASE OF THE DE FACTO PRESIDENT JOVENEL MOISE, ON WEDNESDAY JULY 

14TH 2021, AS THE MAIN RESPONSIBLE OF THE PRESIDENT SECURITY. 

Dimitri Hérard and Jean Laguel Civil do not answer  the 

summons of the government commissioner of Port-au-

prince Bed-ford Claude, on Wednesday July 14th 2021. 

Those men received a summon to be questioned in 

front of the Public ministry about the assassination of 

the de facto president Jovenel Moise. The government 

commissioner Bed-ford Claude invited the chief of the 

Unity of General Security of National Palace, Dimitri 

Hérard and the police assistant manager, Jean Laguel 

Civil that are responsible of the president security, were invited to give information about the 

de facto president Jovenel Moise death, but they did not present, and they justified themselves 

telling that they have already been under conservatory measures of the General Inspection of 

the National Police. Let's note that, one week after the assassination of the de facto president 

Jovenel Moise, nothing is clear. You have the impression that there is a will power to create 

confusion in the population. The way that the police authorities and the government 

commissioner, Bed-ford Claude manage the matter, it's confusing. Furthermore, many people 

that follow the progress of the Port-au-prince government commissioner's investigation they 

do not understand anything, according to what criteria he chooses to invite those persons first? 

According to several personalities, the authorities are covering the investigation's track about 

the president's assassination. A week later, the government commissioner Bed-ford Claude has 



questioned 3 persons who are Youri Latortue, Jerry Tardieu and Steven Benoit, 3 people that 

are part of the political opposition. What lead many specialists in criminal investigation matter, 

question Bed-ford Claude it's that according to them, he is availing himself of the de facto 

president Jovenel Moise assassination to persecute the opposition.  

Once again in this case, Mister Bed-ford Claude ask the General Inspection of the police to 

make Paul Eddy Amazan, the responsible of cat Team, and the commissioner Léandre Pierre 

Osman, the responsible of the Unity of Presidential Security available for the Public ministry.  

Let us underline that criminals assassinated the de facto president Jovenel Moise inside of his 

house on the night of July 6th to 7th 2021, his wife Martine were injured, she received 3 

bullets, she is receiving medical care in an hospital in United States, till now there is no 

authentic information about the assassination. The question we are asking ourselves about the 

way the government commissioner is carrying out the investigation: Shouldn't he use the 

statements of the direct responsible to lead him to the presumed intellectual authors of that 

big crime? If so, why does he start by the presumed intellectual authors ? 

 

3.- ON THURSDAY JULY 15H 2021, ARMED BANDITS ATTACKED A BUS OF THE "SANS SOUCI" 

COMPANY KIDNAPPING 10 PASSENGERS IN THE BUS IN THE DISTRICT OF GROS-MORNE IN 

THE DEPARTMENT OF ARTIBONITE. 

On Thursday July 15th 201, armed individuals 

unidentified attacked a bus of "Sans Souci" company 

kidnapping 10 passengers that was inside of it. That 

bus came from Saint-Louis du Nord to go to Port-au-

prince. It carried 40 passengers. According to the 

explanation of the company's manager, Jeanty 

Tecieux, he affirmed that it was the driver who 

informed the company about the attack. The driver 

called the company on phone to inform that bandits 

shot on the bus, they kidnapped 10 passengers that 

were in the bus but no one was reached by bullets.  

After the legal statement of the judge of peace of the 

jurisdiction, the bus went to Port-au-prince with 30 

passengers. The 10 other, stayed in the hands of the 

kidnappers.  

Among the 10 kidnapped persons, there are 5 of them 



who got in the bus at Port-de-Paix, and the other 5 got in at Saint-Louis du Nord, according to 

the words of Jeanty Tecieux. He précised , that the bandits robbed all the passengers 

belongings. He affirmed, that's the first time bandits attack a bus of the company that ensure 

the transportation in the Northwest department. The responsible took the advantage to ask the 

authorities to take all the measures so that the kidnapped people return home. According to 

the last information, 7 of those people was released on Thursday July 15th. There is no detail 

yet on how those persons got released. 

 

4.- A MONTH LATER, IT IS STILL BY STRUGGLING PEOPLE CAN FIND SOME GAS IN THE GAS 

STATION. STILL BY FIGHTING DRIVERS TAP-TAP, MOTORCYCLES AND PRIVATE CAR DRIVERS, 

ACCHIEVE TO GET A GALLON OF GASOLINE IN THE GAS STATION , AFTER MORE THAN A 

MONTH SINCE THE LACK OF GASOLINE PROBLEM POSED, IN THE WHOLE COUNTRY. WETHER 

THE COMPANY THAT SHARE OUT THE GAS, NOR THE GOVERNMENT SAY A WORD. 

It has been several weeks ago, Haiti faces a problem of 

gasoline. The authorities affirmed that there was gas 

in the tanks, but they could not share it out because of 

the paramilitaries operations in several determinant 

strategic places for the distribution. It's been more 

than a month that they pose the problem like this, but 

since then they stay mute. After a visit that radio 

Resistance paid to some gas stations in the 

Metropolitan area, we realize it is the same scenes. 

Many vehicles remain staked in front of the gas stations to buy gas, but one must struggle to 

buy a gallon of gasoline. Those drivers affirmed that the problem of gasoline remains the same, 

nothing change. While there is no gasoline in the gas stations, in all corners of the streets at 

Port-au-prince they sell the gasoline per gallon. Precisely in front of the gas stations, one buy 

the gallon of gasoline very expensive. That means the gas stations owners choose to sell to 

people, then by selling per gallon, they create a black market. According to some distributors 

that we interviewed, they express the fact that there is no gasoline in the centers. There isn't 

either in Varreux, in the district of Cité Soleil or in Thor, in the district of Carrefour. Furthermore 

the insecurity problem that the authorities of the Office of Monetization and the Program of 

Help for Development (BMPAD) which is responsible to manage the problem that posed the 

gasoline issue, that situation create a great struggle between the drivers to be able to buy some 

gasoline in order to realize their activities. Where does the population find those kind of 

authorities? Perhaps may a country continue to be leading like this? When does the population 

will understand that building a country cannot be the works of mediocre ? 



 

5.- SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS OF THE CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE POLITICAL PARTIES HAVE MADE 

THEIR PROPOSITIONS TO FILL THE CONSTITUTIONAL GAP THE COUNTRY IS GOING THROUGH 

AFTER THE ASSASSINATION OF THE DE FACTO PRESIDENT JOVENEL MOISE.  

Several organizations in the civil society 

and the political parties have made their 

propositions to solve the crisis. After the 

assassination of the de facto president 

Jovenel Moise, there is an unequaled 

constitutional gap in the country. There 

isn't any legal provision to replace the de 

facto president Jovenel Moise. The truth 

is that, the constitution has not provided 

such a case would occur. It is true the article 149 of the constitution of March 29th 1987 says 

something in case of gap, but, it does not say anything about the actual situation. The actual 

situation , is exceptional. Jovenel Moise destroyed all the institutions of the country, to lead it 

alone with the clan of PHTK. That means, the possibility to count on some institutions, does not 

hold. In this way, way the organizations of the civil society and the political parties start to 

present their propositions. They are searching the possibility to find a consensus quite wide 

between the forces of the country, for a transition that put the society to work in a very 

different way. The Commission to find out a solution to the crisis (CRSC) that is composed  of 

several organizations of the civil society and the diaspora, and the political parties have called 

all the sectors that are struggling, to get together to find an Haitian solution to the crisis. They 

want to avoid that the country fall in a critical situation more deeper , and avoid that the 

international community that participated in leading the country in the disaster in which it is, 

impose once again their dictations to the country. In this way they make sure they are ready to 

participate in a great association that has like main purpose to work in order to redirect the 

country. While, the ask the international community, to stop imposing the Haitian people 

measures that bring more crisis to the country. 

The Democratic Sector from its side asks to all the actors to forget about their personal 

concerns and put themselves together to propose an alternative to the nation. It stands up for 

an Independent Council of Moral Authority (AMI) that is going to analyze the different 

propositions made on the crisis of the country, so that we find a solution with the participation 

of all the sectors without exception. In case the political and intellectual sector are kept out and 

lose the opportunity to give once again to the country the direction that will bring well-being 



for everybody? What is the possibility for the country to take back its sovereignty? Anyway, 

may the population be attentive so that they respect its demands. 

 

Port-au-Prince, 18/07/2021 

Jean Waltes BIEN-AIME for Radio Resistance and Haitian Popular Press Agency (APPA). 


